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Welcome to the fall of 2021. 

We’re excited about the fall and the possibility of seeing 
you in person once again. We’re equally excited about our 
fall season. Browse through this catalogue and you’ll find a 
captivating collection of new and forthcoming titles as well 
as a selection of our most popular current titles germane to 
21st-century human experience.   

As a proudly independent publisher, we’re offering a 
selection of carefully edited, beautifully designed, bespoke 
books for contemporary readers. From contemporary 
Indigenous art to an exploration of Black history to cartoons 
from the New Yorker, from experimental Canadian film to 
some of the best new Canadian fiction and poetry that  
you’ll find anywhere, from the opioid crisis to explorations 
of nature, our books and those of our publishing partners 
will transport you to a world of fresh ideas and perspectives.

Read on. 

Susanne Alexander, Publisher

Front cover: Christi Belcourt,  The Earth Is My Government, 2018 (detail), 
acrylic on canvas.
Private collection. Photograph by Justin Wonnacott, courtesy of the artist. 
Please see page 11 for the full work.
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9781773101811 pb | $24.95
9781773101828 e | $19.95
364 pages, 6 x 9 | Canada only

September 14, 2021

SOCIAL SCIENCE | HEALTH | ADDICTION 

 ˥ An urgent treatise on opioid  
use and the underlying causes  
of the opioid crisis.

 ˥ Diagnosed with ankylosing 
spondylitis, Zwarenstein has 
taken prescription opioids to 
manage pain for over ten years. 

 ˥ An evocative, beautifully written 
blend of cultural history, memoir, 
and journalism.

 ˥ Zwarenstein’s journalism on 
opioids has appeared in the 
Walrus, the Globe and Mail,  
and the Washington Post.

On Opium
Pain, Pleasure, and Other Matters of Substance
CARLYN ZWARENSTEIN

Her writing has been described as “measured,” and “compelling.” In 2016, 
Carlyn Zwarenstein’s short narrative on pain made the Globe and Mail’s 
Top 100 Books. Now, she returns with a seductive dive into opioids and 
the nature of dependence.

North Americans are the world’s most prolific users of opioids. In On 
Opium, Zwarenstein describes her own use of opioid-inspired medicines 
and evokes both Thomas De Quincey and Frida Kahlo as she travels from 
the decadence of recreational drug use in past eras to the misery and 
privation of the overdose crisis today. 

She investigates why people use substances and when substance use 
becomes addiction. And she exposes the effects of poverty, isolation, and 
trauma; the role of race, class, and gender in addressing pain; and a system 
of prohibition that has converted age-old medicines into taboo substances. 

Through all of this, Zwarenstein finds hope. Drawing on solidarity 
between illicit drug users and people in pain; in a wise understanding of 
what humans need to be well; and in radical drug policies like legalization 
and safe supply, she lays out a vision of a world where suffering is no 
longer lauded, and opioids are no longer demonized.  

CARLYN ZWARENSTEIN is a writer based in Toronto. Her writing has 
appeared in the Guardian, the Toronto Star, and Vice.  She is also the author 
of Opium Eater: The New Confessions.  

czwarenstein

@CarlynZwaren 

A groundbreaking 
meditation on pain, 
painkillers, and 
dependence.
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SCIENCE | NATURE | NATURAL DISASTERS

On Borrowed Time
North America’s Next Big Quake
GREGOR CRAIGIE

The Big One and what we can do to get ready for it. 

Mention the word earthquake and most people think of California.  
But while the Golden State shakes on a regular basis, Washington State, 
Oregon, and British Columbia are located in a zone that can produce 
the world’s biggest earthquakes and tsunamis. In the eastern part of the 
continent, small cities and large, from Ottawa to Montréal to New York 
City, sit in active earthquake zones. In fact, more than 100-million North 
Americans live in active seismic zones, many of whom do not realize the 
risk to their community.  

For more than a decade, Gregor Craigie interviewed scientists, engin-
eers, and emergency planners about earthquakes, disaster response, and 
resilience. He has also collected vivid first-hand accounts from people who 
have survived deadly earthquakes. His fascinating and deeply researched 
book dives headfirst into explaining the science behind The Big One — 
and asks what we can do now to prepare ourselves for events geologists 
say aren’t a matter of if, but when. 

GREGOR CRAIGIE has been a news producer, reporter, and on-air host. 
He is presently the host of CBC’s On the Island in Victoria, BC. He is a 
former reporter for CBS Radio and a former BBC journalist, who read 
the news to millions of American listeners of The World on Public Radio 
International. 

 ˥ An examination of the under-
reported threat of earthquakes 
— in the Pacific Northwest, the 
Midwest, and along the Atlantic 
seaboard. 

 ˥ Draws upon Indigenous and 
cultural histories, as well as 
the debate around earthquake 
prediction.

 ˥ Craigie first became interested 
in earthquakes while working 
inside the seismically vulnerable 
Parliament Building of British 
Columbia.

@GregorCraigie

9781773102061 pb | $22.95  
9781773102078 e | $19.95 
322 pages, 6 x 9 | World

September 28, 2021  
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ART | EXPERIMENTAL FILM

9781773102030 pb | $29.95
9781773102443 e | $19.95
366 pages, 6.5 x 9.5 | World

October 26, 2021

 ˥ The first comprehensive history 
of Canadian experimental film.

 ˥ Includes profiles of key 
filmmakers, including Rhayne 
Vermette, Izabella Pruska-
Oldenhof, and Michael Snow.

 ˥ Fully illustrated with stills, 
posters, archival photos, and  
film ephemera. 

Moments of Perception
Experimental Film in Canada
STEPHEN BROOMER and MIKE ZRYD
Edited by JIM SHEDDEN and BARBARA STERNBERG

Moments of Perception is a landmark book. The first history of twentieth  
and early-twenty-first-century Canadian experimental filmmaking, it 
maps avant-garde films from the 1950s to the present day, including their 
contradictions and complexities. 

Experimental film is political in its very existence, critical of the status 
quo by definition. In Canada, some of the country’s best-known artists  
took up the moving image as a form of artistic expression, allowing them  
to explore explicitly political themes. Mike Hoolboom’s exposure of the 
horror of AIDS, Josephine Massarella’s concern for the environment, and 
Joyce Wieland’s satiric look at US patriotism are just a few examples of 
work that contributed to social movements and provided a means to explore 
issues of race and gender and LGBTQ2S+ and Indigenous identities.

Featuring a major essay on the history of the movement by film scholar 
Mike Zryd and profiles of key filmmakers by film historian Stephen 
Broomer and editors Jim Shedden and Barbara Sternberg, Moments of 
Perception offers a fresh perspective on the ever-evolving history of 
Canada’s experimental film and moving-image media arts. 

In addition to their work as filmmakers, BARBARA STERNBERG and  
JIM SHEDDEN have been involved in the artist-run experimental film scene 
in Toronto since the mid 1980s, programming and coordinating screenings, 
festivals, and congresses; curating exhibitions; and writing on film.
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9781773102290 hc  | $24.95 
176 pages, 8 x 8 | Canada only

October 19, 2021

 ˥ Joe Dator has been a cartoonist 
for the New Yorker for more than  
ten years.

 ˥ Includes both published and 
rejected cartoons as well as 
bonus commentary.  

 ˥ A glance into the creative process 
of a New Yorker cartoonist.

Inked
Cartoons, Confessions, Rejected Ideas, and Secret  
Sketches from the New Yorker’s Joe Dator
JOE DATOR

From inspiration to conception and all the trials in-between.

Inked is a collection of cartoons from one of the New Yorker’s most beloved 
cartoonists. 

Filled with more than 150 of Dator’s single-panel cartoons, this lively, 
quick-witted book betrays a deadpan sense of humour.  

But Inked is more than a book of cartoons. Dator also dives into the 
creative process, offering bonus commentary on how ideas have come 
to fruition, how one idea has led to another, and the various attempts to 
get an idea right. Along the way, he shows how a spark of imagination 
has turned into a laugh-out-loud moment with only a single image and 
caption, and how other attempts have found themselves on the cutting-
room floor. 

JOE DATOR has been a cartoonist for the New Yorker since 2006 and has 
also contributed cartoons to M.A.D. Magazine and Esquire. He is a recipient 
of the National Cartoonists Society’s Silver Reuben Award and has been 
featured on CBS’s 60 Minutes. Dator has presented humorous lectures on 
everything from Japanese movie monsters to fictitious comedy albums 
and is the co-host of the Comedy Film Funnel podcast. He lives in New 
York City.

Simultaneously published in the  
US by Turner Publishing.

Joedator.com

Joedatorcartoonist 

@JoeDator

@JoeDator

HUMOUR | CARTOONS
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 ˥ 100 of Cape Breton Island’s 
finest waterfalls.

 ˥ Descriptive text, directions,  
and maps for each hike.

 ˥ Written by self-described 
“waterfall addict” and 
bestselling author Benoit 
Lalonde.

9781773102283 pb | $27.95  
296 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 | World  

September 28, 2021

Waterfalls of Cape Breton Island
A Guide 
BENOIT LALONDE 

From the author of the bestselling Waterfalls of Nova Scotia

Benoit Lalonde travels to the bountiful sights of Nova Scotia’s most fabled 
island in Waterfalls of Cape Breton Island. 

What Cape Breton Island lacks in size, it makes up for in the number, 
diversity, and sheer drama of its waterfalls. Bringing together one hundred 
of the Island’s greatest waterfalls and hidden gems from the Fleur de Lys, 
Marconi, Bras d’Or Ceilidh, and Cabot trails, this new guide explores 
iconic and little-known falls from all parts of the Island, including Uisge 
Bàn Falls and the tallest waterfall in Nova Scotia, Rocky Brook Falls. And 
yes, each entry includes useful information on the hiking distance to each 
waterfall, the best seasons to visit, the source, and the height of the fall 
itself. 

Complimented by gorgeous colour photographs, full-colour maps, and 
bonus features, Waterfalls of Cape Breton Island is an invaluable reference 
for explorers and outdoor enthusiasts. 

BENOIT LALONDE has lived in Nova Scotia since 1999. He has published 
numerous peer-reviewed studies on the ecology of Atlantic Canada and 
is a top contributor to trailpeak.com. He currently works as an ecological 
risk evaluator for Environment Canada and is an avid hiker, mountain 
biker, climber, telemark skier, spelunker, explorer, and kayaker. 

TRAVEL | TRAIL AND FIELD GUIDES

From the author of:

9781773100227 pb | $27.95
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 ˥ fast facts
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NATURE | ARCHITECTURE

9781777663209 hc | $45
176 pages, 9 x 12 | World  

July 6, 2021

A Natural Balance
The K.C. Irving Environmental Science Centre and 
Harriet Irving Botanical Gardens at Acadia University
ALEX NOVELL and JOHN LEROUX

A botanical garden should be more than a repository of plants: it should 
be a place for people to enjoy the natural world and to participate in 
learning and research. The creators of the K.C. Irving Environmental 
Science Centre and Harriet Irving Botanical Gardens at Acadia University 
understood this, giving students a building and gardens for both quiet 
relaxation and study. The Centre and Gardens took nearly three years 
to research and design, and a further two years to build. Now, twenty 
years after completion, the Centre and Gardens are maturing, and being 
nurtured by a dedicated team for the enjoyment of generations to come. 

Landscape architect Alex Novell and architectural historian John Leroux 
tell the story of the design, construction, and features of the Centre and 
Gardens at Acadia. Lavishly illustrated with full-colour images, A Natural 
Balance is both an indispensable book for anyone interested in the plants 
and trees of the Acadian forest and a visual record of a spectacular instance 
of North American collegiate architecture.

ALEX NOVELL is a chartered landscape architect and Fellow of the British 
Landscape Institute. JOHN LEROUX is an art and architectural historian, 
curator, and former architect. He is the author of fifteen books, including 
Building New Brunswick and The Lost City.

Also available: 

Bonsai | Penjing
9782980121852 hc | $71.95 
(English with Japanese text)
Les Amis du Jardin botanique  
de Montréal

Published by the K.C. Irving 
Environmental Science Centre  
and Harriet Irving Botanical Gardens 
at Acadia University
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 ˥ fast facts

The K.C. Irving Environmental Science Centre and Harriet Irving Botanical Gardens at Acadia University

 ˥ A unique examination of the 
f lora of the Acadian forest.

 ˥ An analysis of an architectural 
masterwork by Robert A.M. 
Stern Architects.

 ˥ The gardens feature nine 
different habitats, as well as  
a formal walled garden.

 ˥ Over 300 full-colour images.

 ˥ Includes an appendix of 150 
species.

kcirvingcentre.acadiau.ca/

@JohnnyLeroux1

NATURE | ARCHITECTURE
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ART

 ˥ Features 35 reproductions of 
Belcourt’s works, including  
6 large scale reproductions  
in fold-out sections 

9781773102436 jacketed pb with 
8-inch flaps | $45 
136 pages, 9.5 x 9.5 | World
English and Anishinaabemowin

September 7, 2021
with Carleton University Art Gallery, 
Thunder Bay Art Gallery, and 
MacKenzie Art Gallery 

Christi Belcourt

Christi Belcourt’s The Conversation is emblematic of her work. Made of 
dots created by dipping the end of a paintbrush or knitting needle into 
paint and pressing it onto the canvas, the painting evokes the traditional 
beadwork of First Nations and Métis women. Its twining stems, flower 
blossoms, and root systems highlight the abiding connections of life 
across Turtle Island, connections that Belcourt has spent her life fighting 
for through her art and her advocacy.

Christi Belcourt is the first book devoted exclusively to Belcourt’s life 
and work: her early paintings showcasing the natural world’s beauty and 
interconnectedness, her monumental “flower beadwork” paintings, and 
her recent collaborations with Isaac Murdoch, an Anishinaabe knowledge 
keeper. Drawn from a national touring exhibition, these works of art 
inspire reflection, provoke conversation, and call for action. 

The book features a powerful artist’s statement by Christi Belcourt,  
and illuminating essays written by scholars Sherry Farrell Racette,  
Dylan Miner, and exhibition curator Nadia Kurd.

CHRISTI BELCOURT is a Métis visual artist whose ancestry originates 
from the historic Métis community of Mânitou Sâkhigan (Lac Ste. Anne) 
in Alberta. She has a deep respect for Mother Earth and the traditions and 
knowledge of her people. She is also known for her work as a community-
based artist, environmentalist, and advocate for the lands, waters, and 
rights of Indigenous peoples.

above: Christi Belcourt, The Conversation, 2002,  
acrylic on canvas.
Collection of the Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Purchased 
with the support of the Canada Council for the Arts 
Acquisition Assistance Program and the friends of 
Yvonne McRae, in her memory, 2003. Photograph by 
Justin Wonnacott, courtesy of the artist.

christibelcourt.com

christibelcourt

@christi_belcourt

@christibelcourt
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ART

It’s not about the art. 
It’s about what you 
can do with the art 
to contribute to the 
world around you and 
make it better. Art 
is a vehicle that lets 
me contribute to the 
things that inspired 
the art in the first 
place.

— CHRISTI BELCOURT

“

”
above: Christi Belcourt,  The Earth Is My Government, 2018, acrylic on canvas.
Private collection. Photograph by Justin Wonnacott, courtesy of the artist.

below: Christi Belcourt, This Painting Is a Mirror, 2012, acrylic on canvas.
Collection of Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada.



9781773102023 hc | $45 
260 pages, 10.25 x 10.25 | World 
(English with text in Inuktitut and 
Anishinaabemowin) 

Septemeber 21, 2021 
Published with Art Gallery of Ontario

Previously Listed

ART

Moving the Museum
Indigenous + Canadian Art at the AGO
Edited by WANDA NANIBUSH & GEORGIANA UHLYARIK

Moving the Museum documents the reopening of the J.S. McLean Centre 
for Indigenous & Canadian Art with a renewed focus on the AGO’s 
Indigenous art collection. The volume reflects the nation-to-nation 
treaty relationship that is the foundation of Canada, asking questions, 
discovering truths, and leading conversations that address the weight  
of history. 

Lavishly illustrated with more than 100 reproductions, Moving the 
Museum: Indigenous + Canadian Art at the AGO features the work of  
First Nations artists — including Carl Beam, Rebecca Belmore, and  
Kent Monkman — along with work by Inuit artists like Shuvinai Ashoona 
and Annie Pootoogook. Canadian artists include Lawren Harris, Kazuo 
Nakamura, Joyce Wieland, and many others. Drawing from stories about 
our origins and identities, the featured artists and essayists invite readers 
to engage with issues of land, water, transformation, and sovereignty and 
to contemplate the historic representation of Indigenous and Canadian art 
in museums. 

WANDA NANIBUSH is the Curator of Indigenous Art at the Art Gallery 
of Ontario. GEORGIANA UHLYARIK is the Fredrik S. Eaton Curator of 
Canadian Art at the Art Gallery of Ontario.

The McLean Centre 
revitalization enables 
the AGO to show- 
case contemporary 
Indigen ous art in 
conversation with  
Canadian art, and  
to highlight critical 
discussions about 
identity, the environ-
ment, history, and 

sovereignty.

— WANDA NANIBUSH,  
Curator, Indigenous Art, 
AGO

“

”
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(cover image) 
JEFF THOMAS
Little White Lies, 1990, Winnipeg, Manitoba, N49 
54.235 W97 07.714 from The Bear Portraits, 1990
Pigment print on archival paper, 71.1 × 91.4 cm
Art Gallery of Ontario
Purchase with assistance from an Anonymous 
donor and James Lahey, 2016. 
© Jeff Thomas
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ART
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9781773102245 hc | $45 
368 pages, 6.75 x 9.25 | World 

November 23, 2021 
Published with York University 

Previously Listed

ART

 ˥ Qummut Qukiria! means “up 
like a bullet” in Inuktitut and 
is used to convey excitement 
and enthusiasm. It also signifies 
the connection to the land 
and nature’s offerings in the 
Circumpolar North.

 ˥ Features over 200 images as 
well as essays from curators 
and artists on contemporary 
Inuit and Sámi life and art, 
including filmmaking, sculpture, 
storytelling, and design.

Qummut Qukiria!
Art, Culture, and Sovereignty Across Inuit Nunaat  
and Sápmi: Mobilizing the Circumpolar North
Edited by ANNA HUDSON, HEATHER IGLOLIORTE,  
and JAN-ERIK LUNDSTRÖM

Qummut Qukiria! celebrates art and culture within and beyond traditional 
Inuit and Sámi homelands in the Circumpolar Arctic — from the recovery 
of traditional practices such as storytelling and skin sewing to the devel-
opment of innovative new art forms such as throatboxing (a hybrid of 
traditional Inuit throat singing and beatboxing). In this illuminating book, 
curators, scholars, artists, and activists from Inuit Nunangat, Kalaallit 
Nunaat, Sápmi, Canada, and Scandinavia address topics as diverse as  
Sámi rematriation and the revival of the ládjogahpir (a traditional woman’s 
headgear), the experience of bringing Inuit stone carving to a workshop  
for inner-city youth, and the decolonizing potential of Traditional 
Knowledge and its role in contemporary design and beyond. 

Qummut Qukiria! showcases the thriving art and culture of the Indigenous 
Circumpolar peoples in the present and demonstrates its importance for the 
revitalization of language, social well-being, and cultural identity.

ANNA HUDSON is a professor of Canadian art history and curatorial 
studies at York University. HEATHER IGLOLIORTE is an Inuk scholar  
from Nunatsiavut and is the Concordia University research chair in circum-
polar Indigenous arts. JAN-ERIK LUNDSTRÖM, a curator, critic, and art 
historian, is the former director of the Sámi Center for Contemporary Art.
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15

“ Ládjogahpir 
Rematriated:  
Sámi Women and 
the Influence  
of Colonialism”
Eeva-Kristiina Harlin and  
Čiske-Jovsset Biret Hánsa Outi/Outi Pieski1

What might a process of “rematriation” in Sámi 
society look like? According to Sámi political scien-
tist Jovnna Jon Ánne Kirstte Rávdná/Rauna Kuok-
kanen, rematriation means going back and bringing 
in the central principles of previously existing indig-
enous systems where women had a form of equality 
with men, characterized by symmetrical comple-
mentarity of domains, roles, and tasks as well as 
decision making and authority.² What if we were to 
take an important yet suppressed form of Sámi 
duodji, or craft, and trace its fate under colonial 
suppression and its persistence as a manifestation 
of the inheritance of traditional Sámi female power?

One such type of artefact is the ládjogahpir, a 
crown-like headgear that was used by Indigenous 
Sámi3 women from the middle part of eighteenth 
century until the end of nineteenth century in the 
Northern parts of the Sámi area in Norway and Fin-
land. Spectacular and ornate, the lower part of the 
hat is a tight bonnet decorated with colorful fabric 
or ribbons, while a fierra, a high, curved wooden 
protrusion, adorns the back of the head. Ládjogah-
pirs can be seen as a broken tradition of Sámi 
duodji and for the most part can be found in histori-
cal stories and ethnographic museums; today only 
a narrative of the hat remains.

In this narrative, the distinctive wooden part, the 
fierra, was related to the devil and its story is one of 
the religious colonization of the Sámi population. 
Sometimes, the ládjoghpir was condemned by the 
priests, but most often its suppression is connected 
to the Laestadian movement, one of the Pietistic 
movements in the 1840s directed specifically 
towards the Sámi population. Laestadius (1800–
1861) was a Sámi himself and a vicar of Gárásavvon, 
in the heart of the Sámi region. The movement held 
that people should come to church in mourning and 
wear simple clothing. Instead of the stunning lád-
joghpir, Sámi women were instead instructed to 
look more humble by donning flat and low bon-
net-like hats, because the devil was in the ládjogh-
pir’s fierra.4

According to Sámi social scientist Vilgon Biret 
Ánne Iŋger Ánne Sanna/Sanna Valkonen,5 Laestadi-
anism can be seen as a colonization of the mind and 
body. In the parlance of postcolonial research, “col-
onization of mind” explains the process by which an 
individual absorbs foreign (colonial) conceptions of 

Gová Lásse Lásse Elle (Elle Valkeapää).  
Photo: Outi Pieski

48 49

Yukon, including among the Tchiglit (Inuvialuit). He 
published three books dealing with the Inuvialuit 
(see Petitot 1876a and b, 1887). But Petitot’s views 
remained very controversial and the information he 
collected still require a lot of precautions. Recently 
Pierre Déléage published a book about him but he 
does not say anything about his ethnography, 
focussing only on his “Arctic madness” (Déléage 
2020). Much later, another precursor was Father 
Turquetil who arrived in the Hudson Bay area and 
funded the first Catholic mission in Chesterfield 
Inlet. Known as Ataatatsiaraaluk (« our grand-fa-
ther »), Turquetil was well appreciated by the Inuit. 
At that time, he became in touch with some anthro-
pologists and contributed both to the ethnography 
of shamanism and that of Inuit marriage. His work is 
very detailed and worth to use (see, for instance, 
Turquetil (1926, 1927, 1929a and b, 1935 and 1936). 
The Oblate archives also preserve a substantial cor-
respondance from him where many more details 
can be found about Inuit. (see figure 1)

Two of his colleagues, Father Rio and Father 
Ducharme should here be mentioned as they 
became much open to shamanism after discussing 
the issue with the Inuit. Father Rio admitted he had 
made many friends among shamans in the Baker 
Lake are (see photographs). He acknowledged to 
have been saved by Inuit and later wrote his own 
opinion: « Inuit sorcerers I met, my friends, as I call 
them, were healers. The word « sorcerer » is not 
accurate to designate them. They were people try-
ing to help and heal others » (Rio 1995 : 75). As for 
father Ducharme, he once accepted to make a com-
petition with an Inuk shaman, even if such a behav-
ior was strongly prohibited by his hierarchy, getting 
more and more interested into anthropology3. 

In the 1940s and 1950s however, Oblate mission-
aries started contributing more seriously to Inuit 
traditions.

Father Maurice Métayer who first arrived as a 
missionary in Coppermine in 1938, is one of the first 
Oblate who developed a strong interest in Inuit sto-
ries of the past, collecting myths and legends, the 
recollections of the oldest men and women of his 
flock. In 1954 and 55 he already spent much time in 
recording the Inuit from Holman, hoping to bring 
this material to the Inuit who were sent down south 
in the sanatoriums. At the end of this paper I pro-
vide a preliminary list of the information he col-
lected, most of it consisting in stories, songs and 
dances from the Inuit from Holman. Much of this 
material still has to be edited and published, but I 
had a chance to digitalize the old audio reels. The 
collection represents 43 cds (see Appendix).

Later, between 1958 and 1966 Métayer recorded 
stories and myths from the elders, locally as well as 
in the sanatoriums. Interested in Inuit narratives and 
working like a real ethnographer, Métayer tran-
scribed hundreds of texts in three languages, Inuk-
titut, English and French. From September 1967 to 
June 1968, he spent a year at the University of Mon-
tréal were he worked extensively with anthropolo-
gists such as Rémi Savard who accepted to write an 
introduction for his three volumes published under 
the title of Unikpat by the Centre d’Études Nor-
diques (CEN) of Laval University in 1973. Unikpat 
consists of 109 narratives transcribed and trans-
lated carefully. Many of these narratives are myths 
and stories that happened in the past, showing the 

Figure 1 Photograph of a Father Arsène Turquetil  
(Courtesy of Archives Deschâtelets)

Oblate Ethnographers among the Inuit : Archives and Digital repositoriesFredéric Laugrand

right: Inuk woman depicted as an angakkuq in a postcard made  
by the Oblate missionaries (Courtesy of Archives Deschâtelets) 
below: Father Arthur Thibert with Inuit in Padlei (Courtesy of 
Archives Deschâtelets)
bottom: Augustin Ittuksaarjuaq, William Ukkumaaluk, Monica 
Atagutaaluk, Rose Iqallijuq, and Caporal Kerr (RCMP), Iglulik, 
around 1930. (Photo: Etienne Bazin, Courtesy Churchill Hudson 
Bay Photograph Archives)

ART
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 ˥ Stunning portraits of the cars, 
people, and urban environment 
of the 1970s.

 ˥ Some of the earliest examples of 
Holownia’s trademark work with 
an 8 × 20-inch format Banquet 
Camera. 

Headlighting 1974-1978
Photographs by THADDEUS HOLOWNIA
Introduction by ROBERT TOMBS

“In each image of Headlighting, . . . the principal allusion is that 
relationships develop between humans and technology. Each image’s  
long exposure, shallow depth of field, and tonal range confer a kind  
of atmosphere poetics to the mis-en-scène.” — Robert Tombs

In 1974, the distinguished graphic designer Allan Fleming encouraged 
Holownia to use a large-format view camera — a conversation that proved 
instrumental in shaping Holownia’s aesthetic. Shortly after, Holownia set 
out from Toronto on a trip that took him into the US Midwest and then 
east into Atlantic Canada. Each day, Holownia captured images of cars 
and their owners in their everyday settings, developing the exposures  
in makeshift darkrooms at night. 

An encapsulation of the everyday life and fashions of the mid-70s and  
a tribute to classic vehicles of all shapes and sizes, Headlighting 1974-1978 
is a compelling document of a time and a place when car culture was at  
its peak. 

THADDEUS HOLOWNIA’s photographs have been exhibited and 
collected at museums  throughout North America and Europe.  
ROBERT TOMBS is an Ottawa-based artist and designer, who is  
currently the president of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts.

holownia.com
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Thaddeus Holownia, 1950 GMC Panel /1949 Studebaker R10

Thaddeus Holownia, 1939 Packard Limousine

Thaddeus Holownia, 1969 VW Fastbacks
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 ˥ An insightful examination of 
a moment in one woman’s life 
from a psychologically astute 
writer.

 ˥ Bergen’s The Time in Between  
won the Scotiabank Giller Prize 
and the McNally Robinson Book 
of the Year Award. 

 ˥ The Matter with Morris received 
the Margaret Laurence Award 
for Fiction and the Carol Shields 
Book Award. 

 ˥ We have read Morris’s story.  
It is time for Lucille’s. 

FICTION

Out of Mind
DAVID BERGEN

In Out of Mind, David Bergen delves into the psyche of Lucille Black, 
mother, grandmother, lover, psychiatrist, and analyst of self, who first 
appeared in Bergen’s bestselling novel The Matter with Morris. Although 
adept at probing the lives of others, Lucille has become untethered,  
caught between duty and desire, between the demands of family and  
her own longing. 

Her ex-husband Morris betrays her by publishing a memoir about  
the aftermath of their son Martin’s death in Afghanistan. She travels  
to Thailand to attempt to extricate her youngest daughter from the 
clutches of an apparent cult leader. And she is invited to the south of 
France to attend the marriage of a man whom she rejected a year earlier. 
Negotiating with herself about her altered role in the lives of her family 
and friends, Lucille circles the globe — and herself.  

In this brilliant and subtle evocation of vulnerability and loss, Bergen 
traces one woman’s quest to reform her identity, reminding us that the 
unexpected is always lying in wait. 

DAVID BERGEN is one of Canada’s finest writers. He is the author of 
ten novels and two collections of stories, including The Time in Between, 
winner of the Scotiabank Giller Prize; The Matter with Morris, a Giller 
Prize finalist; and the bestseller The Age of Hope. He lives in Winnipeg. 

Still a few copies available:

9780864924711 CD  
$29.95 CAN | $24.95 US
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OUT OF MIND

Marriage — the act, the idea, the romance, the obligation, 
the foolhardiness, the fiction — was coming at her from all 
sides. She had been married. She was no longer. She had 
two grown daughters who were not yet settled. She had a 
grandchild, Jake, a boy of  eleven. She was a psychiatrist 
who offered psychotherapy instead of  prescriptions. She 
dealt in grief, in pain, in the currency of  the self, and, 
especially of  late, in the disappointment of  marriage. 
Contrary to what some might think, no relationship was 
in any way exceptional. You think that your unhappiness is 
special? Think again. Read Tolstoy, she had told one of  her 
patients, the same woman who kept asking for suggestions 
for self-help books. Here, she said, reaching behind her and 
then turning and placing Family Happiness in the woman’s 
hands.

It was almost effortless for years to slip by in a marriage, 
during which relations to one another remained unchanged and 
seemed to have taken a fixed shape which could not become either better 
or worse. Some took comfort in this. Others ran. Still others 
adulterated what little fixed shape remained.  

This fact was true: Lucille Black, based on her own 
experience, and the difficult relationships she witnessed in 
her therapy room, no longer believed that marriage could 
provide happiness.

216-0_TEXT_PRF1.indd   11216-0_TEXT_PRF1.indd   11 2021-02-24   1:27 PM2021-02-24   1:27 PM

Advance Praise 

“Bergen’s power as a writer 
pulls like an undertow.  
Out of Mind is a house of 
mirrors that ref lects back,  
at every awful and 
astounding angle, the 
complete emotional 
taxonomy of living. This 
is uncanny, discerning, 
merciful algebra on what  
love takes, and where it 
leaves us.”

— PAIGE COOPER



9781773102313 pb | $22.95
9781773102320 e | $19.95
280 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 | Canada and US

September 21, 2021

 ˥ Inspired by the construction of 
the Mactaquac dam on the Saint 
John River in the 1960s.

 ˥ Winner of the Commonwealth 
Book Prize, Canada and Europe, 
the Frye Academy Award, and 
the Margaret and John Savage 
First Book Award. 

 ˥ Shortlisted for CLA Young Adult 
Book Award, Red Maple Award, 
and University of Canberra 
Book of the Year. Longlisted for 
International IMPAC Dublin 
Literary Award.  

FICTION

The Town That Drowned
RIEL NASON

A perennial favourite.  
“Charming, wry, and believable.” — Quill & Quire

Riel Nason’s novel The Town That Drowned debuted in 2011 to glowing 
reviews and a flurry of awards, including a Commonwealth Book Prize. 
Nason’s evocation of the awkwardness of childhood, the thrill of first 
love, and the importance of having a place to call home made the novel 
an instant classic. Now in celebration of its 10th anniversary, The Town 
That Drowned will be released in a special anniversary edition, with an 
afterword, a fresh design, and an online book club guide.  

In the town of Haventon, Ruby Carson’s embarrassing fall through the 
ice ruins a skating party and prompts an unfortunate vision: her entire 
town — buildings and people — floating underwater. As orange-tipped 
surveyor stakes begin to turn up, the residents of Haventon soon discover 
that a massive dam is being constructed and that most of their homes will 
be swallowed by the rising water. Suspicions mount, tempers flare, and 
secrets are revealed. As the town prepares for its own demise, 14-year-old 
Ruby Carson sees it all from a front-row seat.

RIEL NASON is a writer and textile artist. She is the author of three 
novels, one for middle-grade readers; a children’s picture book; and two 
books on quilting. The Town That Drowned was her debut novel. It won the 
Commonwealth Book Prize for Canada and Europe and the Margaret and 
John Savage First Book Award.  She lives in Quispamsis, New Brunswick.

Also available:

9780864920416 pb | $19.95
9780864927316 e | $19.95
Canada and US

Rielnason.com

@RielNason
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172 pages, 5 x 8 | World

September 7, 2021

FICTION | SHORT FICTION

The Running Trees
Stories
AMBER McMILLAN

A striking original, deftly humorous collection of stories that 
considers the quest for truth: how we come to it or alternatively  
avoid it.  

A fervently comic debut, The Running Trees leads readers into a series 
of conversations — through phonelines, acts in a play, and a rewound 
recording of a police interrogation — to reveal characters in fumbling 
bouts of brutality, reflection, isolation, and love.

The relationship between two siblings disintegrates after one asks  
the other for the pen; a professor and his former student get drinks years 
after a “romantic” encounter; a book club meets only to find that they 
have wildly different opinions about a new memoir about their town; and 
a long-haired feline contemplates existence and consciousness while his 
cohabitant licks his butthole. 

Whimsical, unconventional, humorous, and always pitch-perfect,  
The Running Trees explores how we desperately try to communicate  
with each other amid the gaps in meaning we create.

AMBER McMILLAN is the author of the memoir The Woods: A Year on 
Protection Island and the poetry collection We Can’t Ever Do This Again.  
Her work has also appeared in PRISM international, Arc Poetry Magazine, 
and the Walrus. She lives in Fredericton.

 ˥ A bevy of themes from violence to 
love and self-discovery. 

 ˥ A collection focused on what we 
say, how we say it, and what is left 
unsaid.

 ˥ McMillan’s previous work has 
won the Penguin Random House 
Student Award for Fiction and 
been shortlisted for the Montreal 
International Poetry Award.

amber.mcmillan.338

amber__mcmillan
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October 5, 2021

The Lost Time Accidents
SÍLE ENGLERT

In this timely and powerful debut, Síle Englert explores what it is to feel 
othered in a world where everything is connected. Moving through time 
and memory — from childhood to motherhood, from historical figures  
and events to the precarious environment of the Anthropocene —  
Englert’s voice brims with grief while still holding space for whimsy. 

Juxtaposing unlikely metaphors and inchoate memories, these poems 
wander a timeline where Amelia Earhart’s bones call out from the past, 
an abandoned department store mannequin keeps an eye on the future, 
and spacecraft sing to each other through the dark: “we are only what 
we remember.” Unearthing objects beautiful and bizarre, The Lost Time 
Accidents challenges the reader’s perceptions, finding empathy for the  
lost, the broken, and the overlooked. 
 
SÍLE ENGLERT is a queer, Autistic writer and multidisciplinary artist 
from London, Ontario. She is the author of two chapbooks: The Phobic’s 
Handbook and Threadbare. Her poetry and fiction work have appeared  
in the Fiddlehead, Canthius, Room Magazine, and the Dalhousie Review.

sile.englert.writes

@SileEnglert

Garbage Disposal

My mouth, where you put 
     discarded things:
rust icicle broken from a car-body, 
dark apron, its pocket still 
     heavy with coins,
finger-painting in purple, 
     black and blue.

I swallowed paper names
your tongue stumbled, forgot 
and spat, mispronounced, 
     at the air.

Wore down my teeth chewing 
     cast-off
clothing, hoping saliva would 
     dissolve
your smell, a dusting of cells.

My mouth, your unwilling 
     oubliette:
tonguing broken aquarium glass, 
the taste of ink licked from 
     salt palms,
my lips mottled by storm clouds.

I eat your leftovers.
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9781773102153 pb | $19.95
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October 5, 2021

Myself A Paperclip
TRINY FINLAY 

In Myself A Paperclip, Finlay sketches the internal self and the external 
whir of the psychiatric ward, laying bare its daily rhythms. Memories, 
musings, echoes, and meditations on stigma coalesce: quarters dispensed 
into a payphone to listen to the stunned silence of a partner; Splenda 
packets and rice pudding hoarded in dresser drawers; counting back  
from ten as electrodes connect with the temple.  

Deeply personal and reflective, Myself A Paperclip confronts abuse 
and experiences with debilitating mental illnesses, therapies, and 
hospitalizations, all shaped into the remarkable form of a serial long 
poem. 

TRINY FINLAY is a queer poet, writer, teacher, and mother whose 
collections include Splitting Off and Histories Haunt Us. Her writing  
has appeared in Breathing Fire 2: Canada’s New Poets, Arc Poetry  
Magazine, Contemporary Verse 2, the Fiddlehead, Grain, the London  
Reader, the Malahat Review, Plenitude, University of Toronto Quarterly, 
and Untethered. She teaches English and Creative Writing at the 
University of New Brunswick in Fredericton. 

Leaving a drawer open in here 
is like leaving your fly undone 
is like letting a scab hang off a 
healing wound. 

trinyfinlay.com

@TrinyFinlay

@cast_iron_pan
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October 12, 2021
Published with the Gregg Centre 
for the Study of War and Society

 ˥ The sinking of the Llandovery 
Castle was the deadliest 
Canadian naval disaster 
of the First World War. 

 ˥ The U-boat’s officers were 
charged and convicted of 
war crimes in 1921. 

 ˥ Over 2,500 Canadian nurses 
served overseas in the First 
World War.

 ˥ Anna Stamers’s service included 
a stint at a Canadian field 
hospital in the aftermath of 
the Battle of the Somme.

 ˥ A Canadian opera, the 
Llandovery Castle by Stephanie 
Martin and Paul Ciufo, debuted 
in 2018. 

Asleep in the Deep 
Nursing Sister Anna Stamers and the First World War 
DIANNE KELLY

On 27 June 1918, the Llandovery Castle, a Canadian hospital ship returning 
to England,  was sunk by a German U-boat in contravention of the Geneva 
Convention. Two hundred and thirty-four crew members died, including 
fourteen nursing sisters.  It was the most significant Canadian naval 
disaster of the First World War. 

Anna Stamers, a thirty-year-old nursing sister from Saint John, was 
on the ship.  Now, her story will finally be told.  In this well-researched 
volume, Dianne Kelly explores Stamers’s childhood and nursing education 
in Saint John; her decision to enlist and her transition to military 
nursing; her service during the war in field hospitals in both England and 
France; and her final posting aboard HMHS Llandovery Castle. This vivid 
reconstruction of Stamers’s life is both an illuminating biography of a 
young woman’s experience of war and an important examination of  the 
role nursing sisters played during the Great War. 

DIANNE KELLY holds degrees in business and history from the 
University of New Brunswick. She lives near Fredericton. 

Also available:

9780864926333 pb | $18.95
9780864927583 e | $18.95
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House Guests
The Grange, 1817 to Today
Edited by JESSICA BRADLEY and GILLIAN MacKAY

Built by the Boulton family between 1817 and 1820, the Grange is 
Toronto’s oldest remaining brick house.  During the nineteenth century, 
the Grange was at the centre of the city’s social and political activity. 
Today, with its collection of furniture, artifacts, and art, it is an historic 
house museum and part of the Art Gallery of Ontario. 

In her fascinating essay, award-winning Canadian historian Charlotte 
Gray brings to life the saga of the Grange, the  home of the Boultons and 
of Goldwin Smith in the 19th century. Devoting as much attention to the 
formidable women who ran the household as to the men who were key 
figures in the development of the city, she offers a fascinating portrait of 
a place and a time. Complementing Gray’s essay are shorter essays and 
reproductions of works commissioned from artists Rebecca Belmore, Luis 
Jacob, Elizabeth LeMoine, Josiah McElheny, Elaine Reichek, and Christy 
Thompson that offer inventive responses to a complicated past.  

JESSICA BRADLEY is a former curator of contemporary art at the 
National Gallery of Canada and the Art Gallery of Ontario. She is now  
an independent curator and consultant. GILLIAN MacKAY is an arts 
journalist. She has written for numerous publications, including the  
Globe and Mail, Canadian Art, and Maclean’s. 

9781894243193 hc | $30
116 pages, 7.5 x 10.25 | World 
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9781894243988 pb | $4.95
20 pages, 12 x 9.5 | World
2017

9781894243995 pb | $9.95
32 pages, 9 x 13 | World
2017

Wanted
Re-imagining the Enslaved
Eighteenth-Century Freedom Seekers  
as Twenty-First Century Sitters
CAMAL PIRBHAI and CAMILLE TURNER

In this captivating collection of photographs, Camille Turner and  
Camal Pirbhai draw attention to 18th-century fugitive slave ads  
from Canada’s colonial archives. Juxtaposing reproductions of actual 
advertisements with contemporary photographs that reinterpret the 
details of the clothing worn by the freedom seekers as high-fashion, 
Turner and Pirbhai provoke a conversation about Canada’s often 
unacknowledged role in the transatlantic slave trade. 

CAMAL PIRBHAI is a textile artist and designer. CAMILLE TURNER 
combines Afrofuturism and historical research in her interventions, 
installations, and public engagements.

ART

Art Gallery of Ontario29 | Fall 2021

The Polar World
SHUVINAI ASHOONA  
with ANDREW HUNTER

The Polar World melds fantasy and reality: 
giant squids, hybrids, and humanoid figures 
dance across Ashoona’s sensual vistas, lending 
a surreal quality to her work. Springing from 
her imagination but rooted in the landscape of 
her Kinngait home, The Polar World combines 
Ashoona’s drawings from her 2017 exhibition  
with a narrative by Andrew Hunter.

SHUVINAI ASHOONA began to draw in the 
early 1990s with the support of her family and 
the Kinngait Studios. Her drawings, often a 
combination of reality and imagination, offer  
an abstract outlook on life in the North.  
ANDREW HUNTER is a freelance curator,  
artist, writer, and educator. He was previously  
the Frederik S. Eaton Curator of Canadian Art  
at the Art Gallery of Ontario. 
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CMA Award for Outstanding Achievement
9781773100975 hc | $35 
with Goose Lane Editions

9781773102269 hc | $40 
with Goose Lane Editions

CMA Award for Outstanding Achievement
9780864928696 hc | $50
with Dulwich Picture Gallery (London) and  
Goose Lane Editions

ART | PHOTOGRAPHY

9781773100869 hc | $45
with Goose Lane Editions 

CMA Award for Outstanding Achievement
9780864929747 hc | $45
9780864929754 hc | 45 $ (en français)
9780864929761 hc | $45 (Inuktitut)
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9781773101880 hc | $40
with James Wilson Photography

9781773101927 pb | $45 
(bilingual edition in English | French)
with Beaverbrook Art Gallery

9781773100814 hc | $35

9780692132067 hc | $90
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978177312016 hc | $45

Finalist, New Brunswick Book  
Award for Non-Fiction
9781773101361 hc | $35

FINALIST

9780864928917 pb | $45
with Art Gallery of Sudbury

 Goose Lane Editions

An unsparing look at Rehtaeh 
Parsons’s story, the social 
forces that enable and 
perpetuate violence and 
misogyny among teenagers, 
and parental love in the midst  
of horrendous loss.

9781773101484 pb | $19.95
9781773101491 e | $19.95
9781773101507 k | $19.95

“A deeply personal, yet 
objective, informative, and 
thought-provoking account of 
the life of one of Canada’s most 
inspiring parliamentarians.”

— HON. WANDA THOMAS 
BERNARD

9781773101958 hc | $32.95 
9781773101941 e | $19.95
9781773101934 k | $19.95

“This book captures the 
Bobaks’ intertwined lives, their 
clashing relationship, and the 
enduring value of their art.” 

— TIM COOK

9781773100920 hc | $35 
9781773100937 e | $19.95
9781773100944 k | $19.95

Recent Non-Fiction
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A Hill Times Best Book

“A timely tale of triumph, 
a story about the gift of 
community and the power 
of determination, and 
one family’s passion for 
chocolate.” 

— AYELET TSABARI

9781773101897 pb | $22.95 
9781773101903 e | $19.95
9781773101910 k | $19.95
Canada only

“The human landscape
Ali creates in his work, inter-
weaving his own familial 
and cultural disruption with 
those of the Pimicikamak 
Cree, is intriguing and 
profound.”

—DARREL J. McLEOD

9781773101989 pb | $19.95 
9781773101996 e | $19.95
9781773102009 k | $19.95 
Canada only

A Globe and Mail  
Best Book

“Trethewey persuades  
us that the ocean’s story  
is also our own.” 

— Nature 

9781773101156 pb | $22.95
9781773101163 e | $19.95
9781773101170 k | $19.95
Canada only

Finalist, NB Book Award 
for Non-Fiction

“Magnificent. A grand and 
sweeping tale that is also 
the story of New Brunswick, 
of the Maritimes, of 
Canada.” 

— ROY MacGREGOR

9781773100883 pb | $22.95
9781773100890 e | $19.95 
9781773100906 k | $19.95

A Globe and Mail  
Best Book

“The behind-the-scenes 
skinny on one of the 
most compelling Atlantic 
Canadian business sagas  
in recent memory.” 

— JOHN DeMONT

9781773101514 hc | $29.95
9781773101521 e | $19.95
9781773101538 k | $19.95

A Hill Times Best Book
Finalist, Evelyn 
Richardson Award 
for Non-Fiction and 
Democracy 250 Atlantic 
Book Award for Historical 
Writing

“Deeply researched and  
honestly told.” 

— DEAN JOBB

9781773101187 pb | $19.95
9781773101194 e | $19.95 
9781773101200 k | $19.95

Recent Non-Fiction

FINALIST

FINALIST



A National Bestseller

“[MacKinnon’s] coverage  
of the trial was best-in-class. 
. . . The book’s relentless 
accretion of detail is 
impressive. It shows a  
laser-like focus.”

—  Globe and Mail

9781773101668 pb | $22.95
9781773101675 e | $19.95
9781773101682 k | $19.95

This account of the  
Rangers’ wartime 
experiences is a crucial 
piece in understanding 
the role of heavy weapons 
support units on the 
Western Front.

9781773100081 pb | $18.95
with the Gregg Centre  
for the Study of War and 
Society

“Constant Nobody is a 
powerful reminder of the 
importance of connection, 
one person to another, no 
matter the cost.”

— AMI McKAY

9781773101576 pb with 
french flaps | $24.95 
9781773101583 e | $19.95
9781773101590 k | $19.95
Canada and US only

“Panoramic in scope, precise  
in detail, stirring in content,  
Hour of the Crab is exhilarating 
and poised, a mythos of 
modern times.”

— DAVID HUEBERT

9781773101606 pb | $22.95
9781773101613 e | $19.95 
9781773101620 k | $19.95
Canada only

Recent Non-Fiction
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Winner, Spur Award for  
Best Traditional Western 
Novel

“Saucy, funny, warm, tender, 
unbridled. A breakneck gallop 
of a book, as fine a novel as  
I have read in a long time.” 

 — WAYNE JOHNSTON

9781773101309 pb | $22.95 
9781773101316 e | $19.95 
9781773101323 k | $19.95
Canada only

WINNER

Recent Fiction

A Globe and Mail Best Book

“A fierce box of wind. Open  
its cover and you feel at once 
the fury of the weather to 
come, the future of the  
planet in novel form.” 

— BRAD KESSLER

9781773101057 pb with  
decal edge and french  
flaps | $24.95 
9781773101064 e | $19.95 
9781773101071 k | $19.95 
Canada only



Winner, Kobo Emerging 
Writer Prize 
9781773101262 pb | $19.95
9781773101279 e | $19.95
9781773101286 k | $19.95

WINNER

Finalist, Raymond Souster 
Award for Poetry
9781773101750 pb | $19.95

Recent Poetry

Recent Fiction

9781773101804 pb | $19.95  9781773101798 pb | $19.95

9781773101026 pb |  
$22.95*
9781773101033 e | $19.95*
9781773101040 k | $19.95*

*Canada only

Winner, IPPY Award for 
Best First Book - Fiction and 
Margaret and John Savage 
First Book Award for Fiction
9781773100234 pb | $22.95*
9781773100258 e | $19.95*
9781773100241 k | $19.95*

9781773101545 pb |  
$22.95*
9781773101552 e | $19.95*
9781773101569 k | $19.95*

WINNER

9781773101477 pb | $19.959781773101255 pb | $19.95 Finalist, Dorothy Livesay 
Poetry Prize
9781773100708 pb | $19.95

FINALIST

Finalist, Derek Walcott 
Prize for Poetry, 
Raymond Souster 
Award for Poetry, and 
Newfoundland Reads
Longlisted, First Nation 
Communities READ 
Award
9781773101019 pb | $19.95
9781773102221 e | $19.95
9781773102238 k | $19.95

FINALIST
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9781773100326 | $29.959781773100005 | $29.95

9781773100227 pb | $27.95

9781773100951 pb | $27.95

9781773101859 pb| $27.95 9781773101842 pb | $27.95

9780864926876 pb | $24.95

9780864927712 w | $18.99

9781773100128 pb | $27.95

9780864926708 pb | $19.95

9780864927729 w | $16.99

9780864926852 pb | $24.95

9780864927743 w | $18.99

9780864920485 pb | $24.95

9780864927279 w | $18.99

9780864922342 pb | $16.95

9780864926128 e | $16.95

Recent Trail and Field Guides



Sales Reps
Toronto, Northern and SW Ontario 
Roberta Samec, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 855.444.0770, x 1 | 416.461.7973 
Fax 416.461.0365 
rsamec@hornblowerbooks.com

Atlantic Canada, Ottawa and Eastern  
Ontario, and Toronto  
Laurie Martella, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 855.444.0770, x 2 
Fax 416.461.0365 
lmartella@hornblowerbooks.com

Quebec 
Karen Stacey, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 514.704.3626 
Fax 800.596.8496 
kstacey@hornblowerbooks.com

Louis-Marc Simard, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 514.239.3594 
Fax 800.596.8496 
lmsimard@hornblowerbooks.com

Neil MacRae, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 514.217.2350 
Fax 800.596.8496 
montreal@hornblowerbooks.com

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and  
NW Ontario 
Rorie Bruce, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 204.781.1769 
Fax 204.487.3993 
rorbruce@mymts.net

Alberta, British Columbia, NWT,  
and Yukon 
Heather Read, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 250.532.3976 
Fax 250.984.7631 
readandcobooks@gmail.com

Bridget Clark, Hornblower Group 
Tel. 778.772.1276 
Fax 250.984.7631
bridget@readandcobooks.ca

Orders
CANADA 
Book Trade
University of Toronto Press Distribution
5201 Dufferin Street 
Toronto ON  M3H 5T8
Toll-free tel. 800.565.9523  
Toll-free fax 800.221.9985
utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca
SAN 1151134

Gift trade, special sales, and  
corporate sales (Atlantic Canada)  
Goose Lane Editions
500 Beaverbrook Court, Suite 330
Fredericton NB  E3B 5X4  
Tel. 506.450.4251  
Fax 506.459.4991
Toll-free tel. 888.926.8377
orders@gooselane.com

US
University of Toronto Press Distribution
2250 Military Road 
Tonawanda NY  14150
Toll-free tel. 800.565.9523  
Toll-free fax 800.221.9985
utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca
SAN 1151134

UK and EU
Gazelle Book Services Ltd.
White Cross Mills
Hightown
Lancaster LA1 4XS 
England
Phone +44 (0) 1524 528500
Fax +44 (0) 1524 528510
sales@gazellebookservices.co.uk
 

DISCOUNTS  
Canada and US
Standard wholesale and retail discounts  
and terms of sale apply to all orders as 
follows: 
Bookstores and Retail Accounts: 40%+
Educational Institutions: 20%
Short Discount on Selected Titles: 20%
Wholesalers: 46%+
Public Libraries: 20% 

Corporate discount schedule available  
by contacting Goose Lane Editions at 
orders@gooselane.com.  

UK and EU customers should contact 
Gazelle Book Services directly regarding 
terms of trade. 

TERMS OF TRADE
30 days EOM. 
In Canada, all prices subject to GST.
All prices are subject to change without 
notice.
 
New customers should contact customer 
service to set up an account:  
orders@gooselane.com

RETURNS POLICY
All books may be returned for credit 
3 months after the invoice date and 
within 12 months of the invoice date, 
provided that they are in resaleable 
condition and free of retailers’ stickers. 
Returned books that do not comply with 
these conditions will be returned to 
customers at their expense. All returns 
from the book trade must be properly 
packaged and shipped prepaid to the 
originating distributor. 




